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Cadherin-mediated cell adhesion is achieved
through dimerization of cadherin N-terminal extra-
cellular (EC1) domains presented from apposed
cells. The dimer state is formed by exchange of
N-terminal b strands and insertion of conserved tryp-
tophan indole side chains from one monomer into
hydrophobic acceptor pockets of the partner mole-
cule. The present work characterizes individual
monomer and dimer states and the monomer-dimer
equilibrium of the mouse Type II cadherin-8 EC1
domain using NMR spectroscopy. Limited picosec-
ond-to-nanosecond timescale dynamics of the tryp-
tophan indole moieties for both monomer and dimer
states are consistent with well-ordered packing of
the N-terminal b strands intramolecularly and inter-
molecularly, respectively. However, pronounced
microsecond-to-millisecond timescale dynamics of
the side chains are observed for the monomer but
not the dimer state, suggesting that monomers tran-
siently sample configurations in which the indole
moieties are exposed. The results suggest possible
kinetic mechanisms for EC1 dimerization.
INTRODUCTION
Classical cadherins are calcium-dependent cell-adhesion mole-
cules. Cadherins are expressed in most vertebrate tissues and
contribute to static somatic integrity and dynamic developmen-
tal processes, such as embryonic morphogenesis, tissue speci-
fication, and neuronal circuit patterning (Halbleib and Nelson,
2006; Patel et al., 2003; Pokutta and Weis, 2007; Shapiro
et al., 2007; Takeichi, 1991, 2007). Mature forms of classical
cadherins are comprised of five extracellular immunoglobulin-
fold domains (EC1–EC5) anchored at the cell surface by a
single-pass helical transmembrane domain. Classical cadherins
contain cytoplasmic domains that interact with b-catenin. The
ectodomain structure is rigidified by binding of calcium ions
between EC domains (Nagar et al., 1996). Interdomain linker res-
idues and residues from flanking EC domains contribute to coor-Structure 16, 119dination of Ca2+ (Nagar et al., 1996; Patel et al., 2006). Molecules
from opposing cells engage in specific homophilic adhesive
‘‘trans’’ interactions mediated by the N-terminal EC1 domains
(Boggon et al., 2002; He et al., 2003; Nose et al., 1990). The
EC1-EC1 dimer interface is formed by exchange or ‘‘swapping’’
of N-terminal b strands, denoted the A*-strands, which leads to
the insertion of one (W2, Type I cadherins) or two (W2 and W4,
Type II cadherins) tryptophan side-chain indole groups, respec-
tively, into the hydrophobic core of the adhesive partner (Patel
et al., 2006; Shapiro et al., 1995). Dimer dissociation constants
for E-cadherin have been measured by analytical ultracentrifu-
gation and NMR titrations, with a range of values between
64 mM (Chappuis-Flament et al., 2001) and 0.72 mM obtained
in the presence of calcium, and up to 10 mM in the absence
of calcium (Haussinger et al., 2004).
The strand-exchange mechanism for cadherin dimerization
represents an instance of ‘‘3D domain-swapping’’ (Bennett
et al., 1994; Liu and Eisenberg, 2002), and has important conse-
quences for homophilic adhesion of cadherin molecules. The
free-energy difference between the monomer and dimer states
is necessarily small, because the interface is similarly satisfied
in closed monomer and strand-swapped dimer states. Theoret-
ical analysis suggests that specificity of cell adhesion is the result
of weak interactions between cadherin molecules, combined
with low effective concentrations (10 mM) of cadherin mole-
cules at the cell surface (Chen et al., 2005).
Type I cadherin EC domains have been studied in solution by
NMR spectroscopy. The NMR structure of monomeric E-cad-
herin EC1 is homologous to X-ray structures, exhibiting the key
features of an immunoglobulin-like fold (Overduin et al., 1995).
Comprehensive structural and dynamical studies of a construct
consisting of the first two domains (EC1-EC2) of E-cadherin
(ECAD12) also have been reported (Haussinger et al., 2004).
NOESY spectroscopy and {1H}-15N nuclear Overhauser effect
measurements at low concentration were used to establish
that W2 is rigid and packed intramolecularly in the monomer
state. Values of Kd = 0.72 mM in the presence of calcium, and
10 mM in the absence of calcium were measured using titrations
monitored by NMR spectroscopy. The off-rate and bimolecular
on-rate constants for dimer formation were measured using
chemical exchange NMR experiments to be 0.7 s1 and
900 M1 s1, respectively, under calcium-saturated conditions
at 25C (Haussinger et al., 2004). On the basis of the kinetic5–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1195
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vation barrier to dimer formation of 29.3 kJ mol1, relative to the
diffusion-controlled molecular collision rate, on the order of
108 M1 s1.
The present work uses solution NMR spectroscopy to investi-
gate the mechanism of dimer formation by the N-terminal do-
main EC1 (residues 1–98) of mouse Type II cadherin-8 (denoted
8EC1). Both type I (Shapiro et al., 1995) and type II (Patel et al.,
2006) EC1 domain cadherin constructs have been shown in nu-
merous crystal structures to dimerize through the strand swap
mechanism both in the presence and absence of calcium ions
(Patel et al., 2006). The single-domain 8EC1 construct used
here is identical to the construct used for crystallographic struc-
ture determination by Patel and coworkers (Patel et al., 2006).
This construct, being a single EC1 domain, does not have an
intact interdomain Ca2+ binding site, although five of the Ca2+
binding ligands (E11, E12, D64, E66, and D98) are within the
domain.
The dimer state observed in solution is consistent with the
strand-swapped configuration observed crystallographically.
The kinetic off-rate (0.29 ± 0.03 s1) and bimolecular on-rate
(350 ± 50 M1 s1), measured in the absence of calcium, are
similar to those observed for the Type I E-cadherin two-domain
construct ECAD12 in the presence of saturating concentrations
of calcium. (Haussinger et al., 2004). NMR spin relaxation mea-
surements for the 15N31 spins suggest a predominantly closed
strand configuration for monomer and dimer A*-strands, with
well-ordered indolemoieties, on the picosecond-to-nanosecond
(ps–ns) timescale. Most notably, chemical exchange broadening
of the 15N31 spins, and solvent exchange of the 1H31 spins, indi-
cate that the monomer indole groups are dynamic on the micro-
second-to-millisecond (ms–ms) timescale, while the dimer indole
groups are not. The dynamics of the monomer indole moieties
arise from kinetic transitions to an alternative conformation, pop-
ulated at a level of (3.2 ± 0.4)%, in which the indole moieties are
exposed. These results suggest a selected-fit mechanism for di-
mer formation involving single EC1 domains, in which strand-ex-
posed monomers associate, via a diffusion-controlled process,
to form the strand-swapped dimer state. Calcium and low pH
favor dimer formation but do not affect the rate of formation of
the open monomer state. A possible relationship between these




Two sets of resonances are present in the 1H-15N-HSQC spec-
trum of 8EC1 at pH 5.5 (Figure 1). The two sets arise frommono-
mer and dimer states, based on concentration dependence,
ZZ-exchange experiments (vide infra), and rotational correlation
times (tm) of 7.1 ns and 11.6 ns, respectively, calculated from the
ratio of R2 and R1 relaxation rate constants obtained for amide
15N spins at 300 K, pH 5.5. The dimer is populated preferentially
at lower solution pH values, and also is favored by increased
calcium concentration (Figure 2). Addition of calcium does not
significantly alter the chemical shifts of themajority of resonances,
but does perturb the chemical shifts of some residues (E11, E12,
and F13) in the dimer-state A-strand and the monomer-state1196 Structure 16, 1195–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd ATrp4 indole. Additionally, dimer-state chemical shifts of the cal-
cium liganding residues E12 and D98, as well as the adjacent
Q97, are significantly perturbed in response to both pH and cal-
cium, but not concentration.
Backbone resonance assignments were obtained under con-
ditions (pH 5.5) that favor the dimer state. For clarity in the follow-
ing, residues in the monomer and dimer states are designated
Xm and Xd, in which X is the residue identifier. Assignments for
the dimer state initiate at W2d and are 95% complete. A mono-
mer-state resonance could be identified for 35% of the residues.
In some cases, monomer resonances are overlappedwith the di-
mer resonances. The A*-strand could not be assigned in the
monomer state. Furthermore, monomer assignments are not
complete, even under conditions that favor the monomer state
(pH 7.5), regardless of the presence of calcium. Broadened
and missing resonances for the monomer state are attributed
to chemical exchange broadening (vide infra).
The 8EC1 monomer-dimer equilibrium dissociation constant
at pH 6.0, 306.6 K, was obtained from the respective resonance
amplitudes aM and aD in a fully relaxed
1H-15N-HSQC spectrum
(Equation 1). In the absence of calcium, Kd = 0.84 ± 0.15 mM;
addition of 15 mM calcium lowers the dissociation constant to
Kd = 0.11 ± 0.04 mM.
The pH dependence of the monomer-dimer equilibrium disso-
ciation constant in the absence of calcium alsowasmeasured by
analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). The results are shown
in Table 1.
Dimer State Is Strand-Swapped
The 8EC1 crystal structure (1ZXK) is a strand-swapped dimer,
and predicts specific W2d H31-S90d HN intermolecular and
W4dH31-W2dHN intramolecular NOE contacts. The average dis-
tances between these spin pairs, 3.9 ± 0.1 A˚ and 4.7 ± 0.2 A˚,
respectively, were estimated after adding hydrogens to the
structure in silico. Dimer-state indole resonances were assigned
via the specific W2d H31-S90d HN and W4d H31-W2d HN
contacts in a 1H-15N HSQC-NOESY experiment (Figure 3).
Monomer-state indole resonanceswere assigned from the dimer
assignments by ZZ-exchange crosspeaks at 295 K (not shown).
To confirm the intermolecular nature of theW2H31-S90 dHN con-
tact, a 15N-edited /15N-filtered 1H-1H NOE experiment (Wider
et al., 1990) was recorded for a sample equally composed of
14N- and 15N-labeled molecules (Figure 3). The specific inter-
molecular NOE is present in the filtered experiment. This result
demonstrates that the dimer state observed in solution is
consistent with the strand-swapped 8EC1 crystal structure, in
which the tryptophan side chains are docked in the hydrophobic
pocket of the partner molecule.
Monomer-Dimer Kinetics
Monomer- and dimer-state resonances that are resolved in the
HSQC spectrum are in slow exchange on the chemical shift
time scale. A 15N ZZ-exchange experiment was used tomeasure
the kinetics of dimer formation and dissociation using these res-
onances as probes (Farrow et al., 1994; Palmer et al., 2001).
The 8EC1 monomer-dimer equilibrium in the absence of cal-
cium at pH 6.0, 306.6 K, is described by kinetic rate constants,
koff = 0.29 ± 0.03 s
1 and kon = 350 ± 50 M
1 s1, determined
by a fit of Equation 2 to data for six well-resolvedmonomer/dimerll rights reserved
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Monomer (red contours) and dimer (black contours) residues X are designated Xm and Xd, respectively. The inset of the indole region shows unassigned
resonances (a and b) associated with minor populations of the dimer state.resonance pairs (Figure 4). Comparison of the kinetic on-rate
constant to the diffusion-controlled molecular collision rate, on
the order of 108 s1 M1 at 306.6 K, suggests an estimate of
the apparent activation barrier to dimer formation, DGz = 32.0 ±
0.4 kJ mol1. Addition of 15 mM calcium decreases the off-rate
constant, koff = 0.19 ± 0.03 s
1, and increases the on-rate con-
stant, kon = 1740 ± 530 M
1 s1. The changes in rate constants
in the presence of calcium suggest a reduction of the activation
barrier by 4.1 ± 1.3 kJ mol1 and a stabilization of the dimer state
by 3.0 ± 1.3 kJ mol1. These kinetic rate constants are within
factors of 3–4 of the values measured for ECAD12 (Haussinger
et al., 2004).
Tryptophan Indole Resonances as a Probe
of the A*-Strand
Tryptophan residues W2 and W4 are prominent features of
the strand-swapped interface and convenient probes of the
A*-strand conformation. The intensity of the W2m indole reso-
nance is dependent on the sample temperature, and is
undetectable at 300 K (Figure 5). Hence, relaxation data were
acquired at 281.5 K, so as to observe monomer and dimer statesStructure 16, 119concurrently. Lower bounds for the monomer- and dimer-state
lifetimes are estimated to be 30 s and 7 s, respectively, in a
ZZ-experiment at 281.5 K (data not shown); consequently,
monomer-dimer averaging does not confound relaxation
measurements for the respective states.
Picosecond-to-Nanosecond Timescale Dynamics
of 15N31 Spins
Laboratory-frame ps–ns timescale dynamics of the 15N31 spins
were measured at 281.5K (Table 1). Dimer-state tryptophan in-
dole resonances are not exchange-broadened (vide infra).
For dimer 15N31 spins at 281.5 K, the value of tm = 21.6 ± 0.5
ns derived from the R2/R1 ratio is consistent with the value at
300K derived from theR2/R1 ratio of backbone amide
15NH spins,
when scaled for the effect of temperature on rotational diffusion
and solvent viscosity, (apparent scale factor = 1.9, theoretical
scale factor = 1.8). Monomer-state tryptophan indole reso-
nances are exchange broadened at 281.5 K. The value of tm =
12.8 ± 0.7 ns was estimated from tm = 7.1 ± 0.1 ns at 300 K using
a scale factor = 1.8 ± 0.1. This value of tm predicts R2 = 15.7 s
1,
suggesting chemical exchange contributions of 15.4 ± 1.3 s15–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1197
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14.1 Tesla (T), in the absence of calcium. The transverse relaxa-
tion rate constants are not significantly changed by addition of
5 mM calcium, yielding estimated exchange contributions of
15.5 ± 2.2 s1 and 8.2 ± 2.2 s1 for W2m andW4m, respectively.
The square of the generalized order parameter, S2, was calcu-
lated directly from the reduced spectral densities, J(0.87uH) and
J(uN), usingmonomer and dimer correlation times of 12.8 ± 0.7 ns
and 21.6 ± 0.5 ns for monomer and dimer states, respectively
(Table 2). Using larger values of tm for the monomer state leads
to S2 values closer to unity. The values of S2 suggest high rigidity
of the 15N31 spins on ps–ns timescale, for both monomer and
dimer states, consistent with packing of the indole moieties into
the hydrophobic core of the molecule.
Microsecond-to-Millisecond Timescale Dynamics
of 15N31 Spins
Elevated CPMG R2 transverse relaxation rate constants
observed for the monomer 15N31 spins suggest a chemical ex-
change contribution to transverse relaxation on the ms–ms
timescale (Table 2). Dilution experiments show that exchange
broadening is not concentration-dependent, and therefore
represents an intramolecular process. Relaxation dispersion,
a dependence of R2 on the pulsing rate in the CPMG pulse train,
is observed for themonomerbut notdimer spins (Figure 6). A two-
site exchange model, Equation 6, described by the Carver-
Richards equation (Carver and Richards, 1972), was globally fit
to both W2m and W4m dispersion curves acquired at 11.7 and
14.1 T. The kinetic exchange rate, relative populations, and
chemical shift differences of major andminor states are reported
in Table 3. The exchange regime is not sufficiently slow (kex <
Figure 2. Concentration Dependence and the
Effect of pH and Calcium at 300 K
Dilution series of 8EC1 shows concentration dependence
of monomer and dimer states in solution at pH 6.4 in the
absence of calcium (top row). Lowering the buffer pH, at
a protein concentration of 0.30 mM and in the absence
of calcium, decreases the monomer-dimer Kd (middle
row). The addition of calcium, at a protein concentration
of 0.1 mM at pH 6.4, also decreases the monomer-dimer
Kd (bottom row).
1000 s1) to deviate from a description by a sin-
gle exponential, nor is the population of minor
state sufficiently large (pm > 5%) to introduce
significant errors in the fitted kex parameter as
a result of assuming identical major and minor
state R20 rate constants (Ishima and Torchia,
2006; Tollinger et al., 2001).
The extracted parameters indicate that the
monomer species major state interconverts
with a (3.2% ± 0.4)% minor state population
with a forward rate constant of 44 ± 16 s1 and
the reverse rate constant of 1320 ± 460 s1.
The minor state population corresponds to
a destabilization by DG = 8.1 ± 0.3 kJ mol1
relative to the major state. Because the W2
N31 resonance has a larger degree of exchange
Table 1. Dissociation Constants for 8EC1 at 300 K in Absence
of Calcium
pH 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
Kd (mM) 0.064 0.14 1.24 39.7 389
broadening and is observed upfield of W4 N31, the minor state
conformers are expected to have downfield chemical shifts of
134.4 ppm and 132.2 ppm, respectively. The minor conformer
chemical shifts are not explained by assuming a random coil
conformation for the minor state, either taken as the mean of
the Trp 15N31 chemical shift distribution (129.5 ppm) from the
RefDB database (Zhang et al., 2003), or measured experimen-
tally (130.5 ppm) in unstructured penta-peptides (Schwarzinger
et al., 2001).
Monomer Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange
To further investigate the relationship between the observed
dynamics and strand opening, hydrogen-deuterium (H-D) ex-
change wasmeasured at 276 K, 11.7 T (Figure 7). The separation
between experiments was 20 min. The exchange rate for the
W2m resonance is estimated as kHDex = 0.036 ± 0.014 min
1 on
the basis of the first two experiments (3-to-23 min and 23-to-
43 min). A repeat experiment yielded a similar estimate for kHDex.
The EX2 limit is obtained under the present experimental condi-
tions of low temperature and moderately acidic pH. A predicted
random coil exchange rate of tryptophan indole H31 protons, krc
= 0.63 min1, suggests DG = 6.6 ± 0.9 kJ mol1 between
open and closed states (Bai et al., 1993; Krishna et al., 2004).
The accuracy of this measurement of DG is complicated by
exchange with the dimer state during the experiment. The1198 Structure 16, 1195–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved
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conditions. Assuming a completely protected dimer state in suffi-
ciently fast equilibrium with the monomer state would lower the
estimate of the activation barrier to DG = 5.6 ± 0.9 kJ mol1.
Hence, the reported value should be considered an approxi-
mation to the true equilibrium between open and closed states
of the molecule.
The H-D exchange data show that the monomer A*-strand
can sample solvent-exposed states, contrasting the rigidity ob-
served on the ps–ns timescale. While this experiment was per-
formed at lower temperature, to reduce the solvent exchange
rate, compared to relaxation dispersion experiments, the DG
value obtained from H-D exchange is on the order of that ob-
tained from relaxation measurements, arguing that the chemi-
cal exchange and H-D exchange observed for the monomer
15N31 spins both result from A*-strand opening in the monomer
state.
DISCUSSION
Cadherin interactions mediate cellular adhesive properties.
Specificity at the cellular level has been suggested to result
from low-affinity molecular interactions, a consequence of the
‘‘3D domain swapping’’ interaction of cadherin homodimers
Figure 3. Confirmation of the Strand-Swap-
ped Dimer State
The structure of the strand-swapped 8EC1 dimer
is shown in (A), with invading A*-strand in predi-
cted inter- and intramolecular NOEs in (B). The
1H-1H NOE experiment (C) exhibits the predicted
NOEs. Only the dimer-specific intermolecular
W2d H31-S90d HN NOE crosspeak is present in
the F1-edited / F2-filtered NOE experiment (D).
(Chen et al., 2005). Reciprocal exchange
of N-terminal b strands provides a spe-
cific interaction surface for dimerization
but limits the free energy difference
between monomer and dimer states.
Closed monomer, strand-exposed inter-
mediate monomer, and strand-swapped
dimer are postulated to describe possible
states of the cadherin EC1 domain.
NMR spectroscopic evidence demon-
strates that open monomer, closed
monomer, and A*-strand-swapped dimer
states of the Type II cadherin-8 EC1
domain (8EC1) are in equilibrium in solu-
tion, at buffer pH values ranging from
5.5–6.5, and sample temperatures rang-
ing from 276–306 K. The 8EC1 dimer
state is consistent with the strand-swap-
ped configuration, observed in crystal
structures, on the basis of a specific inter-
molecular NOE contact. Spin relaxation
measurements for 15N31 spins suggest
that the monomer indole side chains are
equally rigid as the strand-swapped
dimer side chains on the ps–ns timescale. Hence, the monomer
A*-strand is not solvent exposed to a significant extent, but
rather docked within the monomer hydrophobic pocket, on the
ps–ns timescale. This result is consistent with the closed mono-
mer conformation reported for the ECAD12 construct (Haus-
singer et al., 2004).
The monomer-dimer equilibrium constant for 8EC1 obtained
from NMR depends on pH and calcium concentration. The KD
at pH 6 is 0.84 mM in the absence of calcium, but binding is sig-
nificantly tighter (0.11 mM) in the presence of 15 mM calcium.
AUCmeasurements at pH 6 yield a value similar to that obtained
from NMR, 1.24 mM, while at pH 5.5 the KD is reduced to 0.14
mM, which is close to that observed at pH 6 in the presence of
calcium. Although the source of these effects is unclear, partial
occupancy of the calcium half-site may favor dimerization in
the presence of calcium. Indeed Ca2+ analogs such as ytterbium
bind at the EC1 domain ‘‘half-sites’’ (Shapiro et al., 1995), so that
Ca2+ binding at this half-site may partially recapitulate the effects
of calcium binding at intact cadherin sites. The effect of low pH is
likely to mimic the effects of calcium binding by neutralizing li-
ganding residues. This is consistent with the observation that
the dimer-state chemical shifts of the liganding residues, E12
and D98, are perturbed in response to both pH and calcium,
but not concentration.Structure 16, 1195–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1199
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in the range of two domain EC1-EC2 constructs and that dimer-
ization is driven by calcium and low pH suggests that calcium
ions play a role in cadherin function that goes beyond rigidifica-
tion of multidomain structure. Rather, calcium and low pH
appear to stabilize the dimer state through a mechanism that
appears to involve neutralization of liganding residues.
The major result of the present work is that the monomer state
A*-strand is dynamic on the ms–ms timescale. Relaxation
dispersion behavior of the monomer tryptophan 15N31 spins
demonstrates that a low population (pm = [3.2 ± 0.4]%) is in
slow-to-intermediate exchange (kex = 1364 ± 479 s
1) with the
monomer major state in the absence of calcium at 281.5 K.
Figure 4. Monomer-Dimer Interconversion via ZZ-Exchange in the
Absence of Calcium at pH 6.0, 306.6 K
The spectra show the build-up of exchange crosspeaks for Val78. The time be-
havior of the autopeaks and crosspeaks for six residues (E17, green; G41,
blue; Q49, red; E66, magenta; A69, black; A75, orange) were determined using
a composite peak intensity ratio and simultaneously fit using Equation 2 (solid
line). The best fit value z = 0.13 ± 0.02 s2.1200 Structure 16, 1195–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd AlThis exchange process is attributed to sampling of exposed
strand conformations, consistent with H-D exchange measure-
ments for W2m H31. Addition of calcium stabilizes the transition
state for dimer formation and the dimer state to nearly the same
degree, but does not affect exchange broadening of the mono-
mer state W2 and W4 N31 spins associated with the rate of for-
mation of the open monomer state.
Two distinct mechanisms for dimer formation are discussed in
the Experimental Procedures. In the pre-existing equilibrium or
selected-fit mechanism, collisions between reactive strand-ex-
posed molecules lead to the strand-swapped dimer state. In
the induced-fit mechanism, closed molecules associate to
form an initial encounter complex and then subsequently swap
A*-strands, to form the strand-swapped dimer state.
The selected-fit mechanism predicts an activation barrier over
a diffusion-controlled process limited by DGz = 2RT loge(pm),
where pm is the population of the strand-exposed state, R =
8.314 J mol1 K1, and T is the temperature. The population of
the strand-exposed state obtained from fitting of relaxation
dispersion profiles is 3.2%, at 281.5K. In the limiting case
where the free energy for strand exposure is not temperature de-
pendent,DG=DH, the population of the minor state at 306.6 K is
expected to be pm = exp(–DH/RT) = 0.032
(280/306.6) = 4.3%.
A strand-exposed population of 3.2%–4.3% at 306.6 K, predicts
a 16.0–17.5 kJ mol1 activation barrier to dimer formation. The
difference between this barrier and that obtained from ZZ-
exchange experiments, DGz = 32.0 ± 0.4 kJ mol1, can be
attributed to a 300- to 500-fold reduction in the diffusion-limited
on-rate (from amaximum of 108M1 s1) due to steric and orien-
tational constraints (Northrup and Erickson, 1992; Schreiber and
Fersht, 1996).
The alternative induced-fit mechanism for dimer formation is
qualitatively considered by analogy of the monomer-dimer equi-
librium to a ligand-binding scheme (see Experimental Proce-
dures). The parameter F is used to compare the total initial fluxes
through the selected-fit and induced-fit pathways (Equation 8).
The induced-fit mechanism is expected to be dominant if the
population (or lifetime) of an encounter complex is greater than
the population (or lifetime) of the strand-exposed state. How-
ever, relaxation dispersion of the monomer 15N31 spins is not
concentration-dependent, and relaxation dispersion is notFigure 5. Temperature Dependence of Tryptophan Indole Resonances
The monomer resonances are broadened by chemical exchange, while the dimer-state resonances are relatively insensitive to temperature. The W2m31 reso-
nance is essentially undetectable at 300K.l rights reserved
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15N31 Spin
Calcium-free 5 mM Ca2+
NOE R1 (s
1) S2 R2 (s
1) R2 (s
1)
W2m 0.76 ± 0.04 0.92 ± 0.04 0.96 ± 0.06 32.5 ± 1.2 [31.1 ± 1.3] [31.2 ± 2.2]
W2d 0.76 ± 0.05 0.56 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.04 24.5 ± 0.3 [21.8 ± 1.0] [23.0 ± 0.4]
W4m 0.75 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.06 22.6 ± 0.8 [20.4 ± 0.8] [23.9 ± 2.2]
W4d 0.73 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.04 22.9 ± 0.2 [24.7 ± 0.7] [23.2 ± 0.4]
NOE and R1 measurements used 0.65 mM 8EC1. R2 measurements are reported for both 0.65 mM and 0.30 mM 8EC1 in the absence of calcium and
for 0.30 mM 8EC1 in the presence of 5 mM calcium; R2 results for 0.30 mM 8EC1 are shown in brackets. Values of S
2 were obtained from the NOE and
R1 data using tm = 12.8 ± 0.7 ns and 21.6 ± 0.5 ns, for monomer and dimer states, respectively, as discussed in the text.observed for dimer-state 15N31 spins, suggesting that encounter
complex formation between closedmonomers does not contrib-
ute to the observed dynamics, and is not necessary for dimer for-
mation. Therefore, the selected-fit mechanism is the dominant
pathway leading to dimer formation for 8EC1 under the present
solution conditions. However, the equilibrium of strand-exposed
states in vivo may be modified for multidomain constructs in the
presence of calcium (vide infra).
The present work applies NMR spectroscopic methods sensi-
tive to dynamics at multiple timescales to 8EC1 to investigate the
monomer-dimer equilibrium of Type II cadherins. Specifically,
the contribution of A*-strand dynamics in the monomer state to
formation of the strand-swapped dimer state has been eluci-
dated. While both monomer- and dimer-state A*-strands are
rigid on the ps–ns scale, consistent with packing into respective
hydrophobic pockets, a small population of monomer molecules
sample strand-exposed states on the ms–ms timescale. This in-
herent property of the monomer state suggests a selected-fit
mechanism, where reactive strand-exposed molecules associ-
ate to form the strand-swapped dimer state of Type II cadherin
EC1 domains. The existence of a small but significant populationStructure 16, 1195of open conformers suggests that some degree of inherent strain
in the monomeric closed conformation of the A*-strand may play
a role in driving dimerization. Nonswapped dimers involving con-
tacts near the calcium site have been observed in a number of
crystal structures, including the recently determined structure
of T-cadherin, suggesting the possibility that such structures
may constitute an intermediate in the swapping process (C.C.
and L.S., unpublished data). Thus, the kinetics of dimerization
of multidomain constructs may be different than for single EC1
constructs alone; however, the underlying dynamical properties
of EC1 domains revealed in the present study indicate that at
least some of the elements that drive strand-swapped dimeriza-
tion are inherent properties of the EC1 domain. This conclusion is
consistent with a recent computational analysis that identified
unique features present only in EC1 domains that favor swap-
ping (Posy et al., 2008). Furthermore, similar results obtained
for on- and off-rate kinetics for the Type II cadherin 8 EC1 domain
and the Type I E-cadherin EC1-EC2 domain (Haussinger et al.,
2004) suggest that the strand-destabilization/selected-fit mech-
anism proposed for Type II cadherins also is likely to be relevant
for Type I cadherins.Figure 6. CPMG Relaxation Dispersion of Tryptophan Indole 15N31 Spins at 281.5 K
Data were acquired at 11.7 (open symbols) and 14.1 (closed symbols) T, for W2m (red, upper curves) and W4m (black, lower curves). The monomer (A), but not
dimer (B), state displays relaxation dispersion.
(A) Dashed and solid lines show the globally fitted results for data acquired at 11.7 T and 14.1 T, respectively, using the general two-site Carver-Richards CPMG
expression (Carver and Richards, 1972; Equations 6 and 7). The point at tcp = 6 ms was withheld from the fit, due to larger uncertainty.
(B) Dashed and solid lines show the mean values for data acquired at 11.7 T and 14.1 T, respectively. Fitted results are presented in Table 3.
Uncertainties in data points were obtained as the standard deviation of repeats, or interpolated from flanking points.–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1201
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Protein Purification
Samples of 8EC1 for NMR spectroscopy were prepared as described previ-
ously for X-ray crystallography, with modification for isotopic labeling (Patel
et al., 2006). E. coli (Codon Plus, Stratagene, Inc.) containing the SUMO-
8EC1 expression construct were grown in minimal media (M9) containing
[U - 99%]15N ammonium chloride (Cambridge Isotope Labs, Inc., abbreviated
CIL) and/or [U - 99%]13C-D-glucose (CIL) (Sambrook et al., 1989). Protein
expression was induced with 0.2 mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG),
at 18C. Cells were harvested at 72 hr postinduction. Purification of 8EC1 fol-
lowed the previously published protocol (Patel et al., 2006). This construct
contains aGly1Sermutation, but has no additional residues added to the N ter-
minus. A proper length A*-strand is required for functional dimer formation
(Harrison et al., 2005); however, the amino acid type at position 1 need not
be conserved and Ser1 is observed in other cadherin molecules (Patel et al.,
2006). Mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF) was used to confirm the molecular
weight of the correctly processed, uniformly 15N-labeled protein sample.
Sample Preparation
The sample buffer consisted of 20–50 mM D13-morpholino-ethane-sulfonate
(MES), 100 mMNaCl or 500 mMD5-glycine, 0.1 mM ethylene-glycol-tetraace-
tic-acid (EGTA), 0.02% sodium azide, 10% D2O (CIL). The buffer pH range
between 5.5–6.5 was utilized to control monomer-dimer equilibrium. Reso-
nance assignments and relaxation experiments used glycine to improve pro-
tein solubility at lower pH (over the course of days). Use of glycine did not sig-
nificantly alter the 1H-15N HSQC spectrum. Initial titrations testing effects of
concentration, pH, and calcium used 100 mM NaCl. Hydrogen-deuterium
exchange experiments used 50 mM NaCl instead of glycine, to more closely
Table 3. 15N31 Relaxation Dispersion Parameters at pH 6.25,
281.5 K
15N31 Spin kex (s
1) pm (%) Du (ppm) *R20 (s
1) *Rex (s
1)
W2m 1364 ± 479 3.2 ± 0.4 5.8 ± 0.7 22.3 ± 1.6 12.5 ± 2.2
W4m " " 3.1 ± 0.4 18.8 ± 1.5 3.9 ± 1.6
Relaxation dispersion parameters obtained from fitting the Carver-Ri-
chards equation (Carver and Richards, 1972) to the relaxation dispersion
profiles shown in Figure 6. Values reported with (*) refer to parameters fit
at 14.1 T. The value of Rex is reported for a tcp = 1 ms CPMG pulsing rate.1202 Structure 16, 1195–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd Aresemble the conditions specified for reference random-coil exchange rates
(Bai et al., 1993). Protein concentration was measured by UV absorbance at
280 nm, by diluting 5 ml of the NMR sample into 500 ul of 6M guanidine hydro-
chloride (GdCl), and using 3280 = 13.94 cm
1mM1 as the extinction coefficient
(Pace et al., 1995). A sample composed of 50% 14N- and 50% 15N-labeled
molecules was used for the 15N-edited /15N-filtered NOE experiment.
Data Acquisition
Backbone resonance assignment was performed on cryoprobe-equipped
Bruker DRX600 and Avance900 spectrometers. ZZ-exchange experiments
were performed on a cryoprobe-equipped Bruker Avance800 spectrometer.
Relaxation experiments were acquired on cryoprobe-equipped Bruker
Avance500 and DRX600 spectrometers. Sample temperature for relaxation
experiments was calibrated using 99.8% D4-methanol (Aldrich Inc.), to a split-
ting of 1.70 ppm, corresponding to temperature of 281.5 K, to avoid errors
associated with radiation damping (Findeisen et al., 2007).
Standard triple resonance shift-correlation pulse sequences: HNCO, HNCA,
HNCACO, HNCOCA, HNCACB, and 1H-15N-NOESY-HSQC (80 ms mixing
time) were used to assign the 8EC1 backbone at 300 K (Cavanagh et al.,
2007; Ikura et al., 1990). The 2D filtered NOE experiment sequence was similar
to published sequences (Wider et al., 1990). ZZ-exchange experiments were
acquired at 306.6 K using a previously published pulse sequence (Farrow
et al., 1994). A composite ratio (see text and Supplemental Data, available
online) was computed for 6 residues (E17, G41, Q49, E66, A69, A75) with
well-resolved auto- and crosspeak resonances, in the absence of calcium.
An identical analysis was applied to five residues (G41, Q49, E70, A75, V78)
in the presence of 15 mM calcium. Monomer:dimer ratios were computed
from volumes of seven residues (I35, Q49, A69, E70, T74, A75, V78). The
jackknife error reported in the fitted values for the ZZ-exchange experiment
reflect grouping of the data on a residue basis (Mosteller and Tukey, 1977).
The R1 (spin-lattice) and R2 (spin-spin) relaxation rate constants, and the
heteronuclear (1H)-15N steady-state NOE were measured with previously pub-
lished pulse sequences (Palmer, 2001). Relaxation dispersion experiments
used relaxation-compensated pulse sequences (Loria et al., 1999; Millet
et al., 2000). For tryptophan indole specific experiments, the 15N carrier
frequencywas placed on resonance (128.6 ppm) with the tryptophan indole re-
gion to avoid artifacts associated with off-resonance effects. The R2 CPMG
(tcp = 1 ms) rate constants were measured on sample protein concentrations
of 0.30 or 0.65 mM.
Relaxation dispersion data are summarized for each field as the tcp value,
number of unique relaxation decay curve time points, and total number of
experiments. At 11.7 T, the following data were acquired: (0.67 ms, 5, 10),
(1.2 ms, 5, 10), (1.5 ms, 7, 13), (2.0 ms, 6, 12), (3.0 ms, 4, 12), and (6.0 ms, 2, 8).Figure 7. Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange of W2mH31 at 276 K
(Left) 1H-15N spectrum of 8EC1 tryptophan indole region of a spectrum recorded in H2O.
(Middle and Right) 1H-15N spectra of the 8EC1 tryptophan indole region of spectra recorded in 20 min each, starting at (middle) 3 min and (right) 23 min after
dissolving a sample in D2O. Insets in show
1H cross-sections through the W2m31 resonance. Only positive contours are shown.ll rights reserved
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Dynamics of a Type II Cadherin EC1 DomainAt 14.1 T the following data were acquired: (0.67 ms, 6, 10), (1.0 ms, 6, 10),
(1.2 ms, 6, 10), (1.5 ms, 6, 9), (2.0 ms, 6, 9), (3.0 ms, 4, 12), and (6.0 ms, 2, 11).
Duplicate experiments were acquired at tcp values of 3.0 ms at 11.7 T, and
1.5 ms and 3.0 ms at 14.1 T. Uncertainties in individual data points were
either obtained as the standard deviation of repeats, or interpolated from
neighboring points.
For H-D exchange experiments, a sample prepared in H2O solution was
lyophilized and resuspended in 99.96% D2O prior to data collection. The
experimental setup (shimming, tuning/matching, and pulse calibration) was
optimized on a sample containing D2O buffer alone. The lag time to the start
of the first 1H-15N HSQC experiment following resuspension in D2O was
3 min. The length of each experiment was 20 min. A control 1H-15N HSQC
experiment was acquired by relyophilizing the D2O exchanged sample and
resuspending in H2O.
Data Processing
NMR spectra were processed with NMRPipe (Delaglio et al., 1995) and ana-
lyzed with SPARKY3 (T.D. Goddard and D.G. Kneller, UCSF). The CurveFit
program (http://www.palmer.hs.columbia.edu) was used to extract exponen-
tial relaxation rate constants from relaxation decay curves. MOLMOL (Koradi
et al., 1996) was used to calculate 1H-1H distances by adding hydrogen atoms
(in silico) to the 8EC1 crystal structure (1ZXK). Figures were prepared with
GRACE (http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/) and VMD (Humphrey
et al., 1996).
Monomer-Dimer Equilibrium Dissociation
The monomer-dimer equilibrium dissociation constant was determined from
the respective resonance amplitudes aM and aD in a fully relaxed
1H-15N-
HSQC spectrum acquired using a seven-second recycle delay. The dissocia-





in which [P0] is the total protein concentration and aM/aD = [M]/(2[D]).
ZZ-Exchange Analysis of Monomer-Dimer Kinetics
The time dependence of the auto- and crosspeak intensities was analyzed us-
ing a composite intensity ratio with quadratic time dependence, Equation 2,




in which the amplitude of resonances originating on state X and detected on
state Y are denoted aYX(t), where monomer and dimer states are M and D,
respectively, and z = 4koffkon[M]. Individual rate constants were obtained
from z using the relationship Kd = koff / kon. Global fitting of ZZ-exchange pro-
files was performed with the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares
algorithm implemented in Mathematica v5.2. Jackknife errors are reported
as uncertainties in the fitted parameters (Mosteller and Tukey, 1977).
Model-free Analysis of 15N Relaxation
The r2r1_diffusion and r2r1tm programs (http://www.palmer.hs.columbia.edu)
were used to calculate global correlation times, based on the R2/R1 ratio.
Global tumbling correlation times were determined from 10% trimmed means
of 15N amide R2/R1 ratios, to reduce artifacts associated with overlap between
monomer and dimer states, as well exchange broadening for select reso-
nances in the monomer state. The reduced spectral density at frequencies
0.87uH and uN was computed from the R1 relaxation rate constant and heter-
onuclear NOE (Farrow et al., 1995):
Jð0:87uHÞ= 4gNðNOE 1ÞR1=5d2gH (3)





in which d = m0-gNgH/(4p r
3), c = uXDsX/O3, m0 is permitivity of free space, Z is
Planck’s constant divided by 2p, r is the length of H–N internuclear bond, and
gX is magnetogyric ratio,uX is the observed frequency, andDsX is the chemicalStructure 16, 119shift anisotropy of nucleus X. The values of r = 1.02 1010 m and DsX = –107.7
ppm were used for the Trp 15N31 spins (Hu et al., 1995).
The Lipari-Szabo model-free formalism describes the spectral density func-
















in which tm is the overall rotational correlation time, S
2 is the square of the gen-
eralizedorder parameter, and te is the internal correlation time, 1/t= 1/tm+1/te.
For a given tm (vide supra and Table 2) S
2 and te (data not shown) were
obtained by inverting Equations 3 and 4 and using Equation 5 (Bracken
et al., 1999; Renner et al., 2001). The solution of the cubic equation leading
to the square of the generalized order parameter, S2, and error propagation
were performed with Mathematica v5.2 (Wolfram Research).
Analysis of Relaxation Dispersion




























j= k2ex  Du2N, z=  2DuNkexð1 2PmÞ, kex = k1 + k1 is the sum of the
forward and reverse rate constants, DuN is the chemical shift difference
between major and minor conformations, R20 is the average limiting value
of the relaxation rate constant for processes other than chemical exchange,
pm is the population of the less populated conformational state, and tcp is
the spacing between pulses in the CPMG train. Scaling of the R20 rate constant
between 11.7 T and 14.1 T for the monomer state was constrained by the the-
oretical scaling value (scale = 1.03), consistent with the observed dimer state
R20 scaling (scale = 1.03). Global fitting of relaxation dispersion profiles was
performed with the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares algorithm
implemented in Mathematica v5.2. Jackknife errors are reported as uncer-
tainties in the fitted parameters (Mosteller and Tukey, 1977).
Analytical Ultracentrifugation
Sedimentation equilibrium measurements were performed using a Beckman
XL-A/I analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman-Coulter, Palo Alto, CA) with six-
cell straight-walls centerpieces, a 12 mm path length, and sapphire win-
dows. Samples were dialyzed overnight at 277 K against a buffer at the ap-
propriate pH (ranging from 5.0–7.0) containing 50 mM MES and 500 mM
glycine and then diluted to 70, 35, and 20 mM for analysis. Data were re-
corded at 300K using speeds of 25,000, 29,000, and 32,000 rpm; scans
were taken in quadruplicate by absorbance at 280 nm. The dissociation
constant, Kd, was determined at each pH by a global fit of all data using
Beckman Optima version 4.0. Partial specific volume and solvent density
were determined using SednTerp (Alliance Protein Laboratories, Corte
Cancion, Thousand Oaks, CA).
Selected-Fit and Induced-Fit Pathways
Conformational dynamics of proteins detected by NMR spin relaxation tech-
niques have been interpreted variously as supporting induced-fit (Bracken
et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 2002) and selected-fit (Gardino et al., 2003; Lange
et al., 2008; Sugase et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2004) mechanisms for ligand
binding. A simple scheme for ligand binding is shown below:5–1205, August 6, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 1203
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Dynamics of a Type II Cadherin EC1 DomainIn this scheme, P and P* are ground-state (binding-incompetent) and
activated-state (binding-competent) conformations of the protein, and PL is
a nonspecific encounter complex. The upper pathway represents the se-
lected-fit mechanism and the lower pathway represents the induced-fit mech-
anism. The ratio of the initial fluxes through the two pathways, when the initial






















in which K = (k1 + kon [L])/k1 and Kns = ðk2 + knsoffÞ=ðknson½L Þ .
The expression for F can be obtained using the steady-state approximation,
or more simply the approach of Cleland (1975). As this schememakes evident,
in the general case, both induced-fit and selected-fit binding occur simulta-
neously. When F < 1, the selected-fit mechanism is dominant and when F > 1,
the induced-fit mechanism is dominant. If k1 > > kon[L], k1 and koff
ns > > kon
ns[L],
k2, then K/Kns is approximately the ratio of the concentrations (or populations)
[PL] /[P*]. Thus, intuitively, the selected-fit (induced-fit) mechanism is favored
if the population of the activated conformational state is sufficiently larger
(smaller) than the population of the encounter complex and/or if binding of
P* and L is sufficiently faster (slower) than conversion of PL to P*L. In addition,
if k1 = k2 and kon
ns = kon, then the selected-fit (induced-fit) mechanism is
dominant when the lifetime of the activated state P* (t = 1/k1) is larger
(smaller) than the lifetime of the encounter complex PL (t = 1/koff
ns).
The minimal dimerization reaction for 8EC1 is more complex than for simple
ligand binding, as shown in Scheme 2:
because the upper and lower pathways are interconnected. Nonetheless, the
same qualitative conditions favor selected-fit or induced-fit mechanisms for
dimerization as for simple ligand binding.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
Supplemental Data include fifteen equations and Supplemental Experimental
Procedures and are available online at http://www.structure.org/cgi/content/
full/16/8/1195/DC1/.
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